WOMEN IN STEM
Students prepare for Model UN by doing research and practicing speeches in order to participate in Model UN Conferences.

Open to all, in this club students gather to read and
discuss recent articles on women in science, technology,
engineering, and math.

LATIN CLUB

GSA

MODEL UN

For Latin enthusiasts and those who wish to learn more about
the language and Latin and Roman culture, students lead
presentations to peers on holidays and games and prepare to
compete in the Junior Classics League.

Gender and Sexuality Alliance is a safe space for those who
identify as LGBTQ+ to share their experiences, to teach those
in our community who want to learn more, and discuss
LGBTQ+ topics in media and history.

FILM CLUB

ISRAEL CLUB

Students work together on group film projects with the goal of
creating a school film festival.

CREATIVE WRITING
Each week, students write creatively or share/critique as the
group wants. The club will view Dead Poets Society as inspiration.

DIVERSITY CLUB

Students work to broaden perspectives by discussing relevant
topics, watching recent movies/documentaries, and creating a
space for members of our community to learn and think about
the culture they create.

KEHILLAH
CLUBS
EULER CLUB
Students gather each week to solve complex math and computer
science problems.

ANCIENT GREEK LITERATURE CLUB
This club is a chance for students to learn Greek by translating
passages from ancient Greek literature.

FUN AND GAMES CLUB
A social club where students gather to play new and exciting
board, card, and computer games each week.

CHESS CLUB
In Chess club, students learn to play chess, improve game
strategies, and compete in local tournaments.

DEBATE CLUB
Students practice debate skills by picking a topic and debating
both sides in an effort to convince the other side on the merits
of the other’s argument.

RAMBASSADORS
Student volunteers for shadow guides and visits to middle
schools to promote their experience at Kehillah.

TECH CLUB

Students create and work on projects in our weekly tech club
meetings, as well as discuss tech news.

Israel club focuses on culture and current events in Israel, while
working to strengthen Kehillah’s connections to Israel through
community service.

BRIDGE CLUB

In Bridge club, students play games, improve skill and strategy,
teach conventions of the game as they partner with Silicon
Valley Youth Bridge League and compete in competitions.

MISH MOSH

Mish Mosh is an improv club to develop improvisational skills
and perform improv shows throughout the year.

ASTROLOGY CLUB
Students learn how to create horoscopes, read the star signs,
and interpret astrological movement to create monthly
horoscopes for the student body.

A CAPELLA CLUB

In a capella club, we improve our a capella abilities by singing
songs from a playlist and learning pieces to perfom.

THE SALON

An art appreciation group where members present on a piece of
art or art form that speaks to them, and then lead an activity or
discussion.

ENTREPRENEUR CLUB

In Entrepreneur club, students work to explore all aspects of
business like idea generation, marketing, supply chain logistics,
negotiation, research, and development as students strive to
create, produce and sell a product

ROAD TO CHANGE CLUB

An initiative connected to Everytown for Gun Safety where
students work to end gun violence by educating themselves,
encouraging voter registration, and lobbying local politicians on
their cause.

SKATE TEAM

In Skate team we explore all things skate by watching skate
videos to learn moves and experience skate culture.

SOCIAL ACTION CLUB

A club where students talk about things that happen globally,
learn about their role in these global situations, discuss ways to
make an impact, and plan project to have a lasting effect.

YEARBOOK CLUB

In Yearbook, we partner with members of our community to
amplify our photo collections and write captions for our
yearbook.

